ABSTRACT An important requirement in the fabrication of photonic crystal structures is the correct relative alignment of structural elements. Accuracy should be in the order of some tens of nanometres. Some of the options for providing such accuracy will be discussed. Examples will be given of aligning defects with respect to a predefined 2D lattice, aligning access waveguides with respect to a small local photonic crystal structure, and the alignment of successive periodically structured layers in a 3D "woodpile" structure.
INTRODUCTION
Several technologies are used for fabricating photonic crystal (PhC) structures. They can be divided into two main classes: bottom-up (self-organisation, e.g. artificial inverted opals, e.g. [l] ) and top-down (definition of designed patterns). Well-defined defects are needed in most cases for obtaining a desired functionality. Topdown fabrication approaches are best suited for creating functional defects. Some important fabrication technologies are based on direct e-beam lithography e.g. [2] or, more recently, deep-UV lithography [3] , which allow definition of defects simultaneously with the PhC lattice. Although very good results have been obtained using these lithographic methods, they are not always convenient because they require extensive calibration due to electronic or optical proximity effects. Direct e-beam writing bas the better resolution, but it is not very suitable for defining extended structures since the sequential writing process is relatively slow. Although PhC structures can, in principle, provide a large functionality on a rather small area of a few 100 or 1000 pm*, for practical reasons the optical chips need to be several mm2, so that additional optical waveguides of several mm length must be provided on chip for accessing the PhC structures. Problems with proximity effects can be avoided by defining the regular PhC lattice and the defects and the access waveguides using separate processes. However, this introduces the problem of aligning these non-periodic features with respect to the lattice. A similar alignment issue arises in fabricating three-dimensional PhC's in a layer-by-layer fashion, where successive layers must be mutually aligned.
In this paper we will discuss some fabrication techniques, based on focused ion beam (FIB) processing, laser interference lithography (LIL) and conventional (near-UV) mask-based lithography, that may provide a fast and relatively straightforward pattern definition without the need for proximity correction. The basic idea is to combine the strong points of each of the component technologies: FIB for defining the smallest features on a tiny area, LIL for defining extremely regular periodic structures over a large area, and conventional mask lithography for defining larger, generally non-periodic, structures like wide access waveguides, possible membrane supports, etc.
In section 2 we will discuss two different approaches for fabricating quasi two-dimensional PhC struchues (PhC slabs), viz. (1) LIL definition of an extended PhC lattice in a metal hard mask, where defects are defined by local FIB-induced platinum deposition, and (2) access waveguide definition with conventional mask lithography, combined with FIB etching of a small PhC structure in a metal hard mask. In section 3, a method will be shown for aligning periodic structures in different layers which form a 3D PhC of the so-called woodpile type.
PHOTONIC CRYSTAL SLAB DEVICES
A photonic crystal slab consists of a thin layer of high refractive index material which is perforated by a twodimensional lattice of holes having lower refractive index. These structures, first proposed by Meade et al. [4] , and experimentally investigated by several authors, e.g. [SI, can be designed to have a photonic stop band in the plane of the slab. Waveguides and resonators can be formed in these slabs by introducing deviations from the regular photonic crystal lattice -so-called defects-, which often consist of omitted (rows 00 holes and/or holes having a different radius than the regular part of the lattice.
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Laser Interference Lithography (LIL) using a Lloyd's mirror set-up.
defining defects consisting of missing rows of holes [6-81. We use a very simple and stable LIL set-up using a Lloyd's mirror configuration as shown in Fig. 1 . Using a I = 266 nm UV laser light source, linear gratings can be produced with periods A ranging from 142 nm to 165 nm by changing the angle of incidence B of the two interfering beams by rotating the substrate-mirror assembly (A I l ( 2 sin 4). Two-dimensional patterns of photoresist pillars (rectangular or triangular lattice) are defined by a second exposure after rotating the substrate over 90' or 60". After depositing a thin metal film on top of this resist pattern and performing a lift-off process, a metal layer with an array of holes remains. Defects can be introduced by selectively filling some of the holes. Depending on the air filling factor of the PhC, the defect definition must be accurate to a few tens of nm in order to avoid inadvertently partially filled holes. Using an imaging mode of the FIB machine, locations where defects should be produced can be determined with an accuracy down to IO nm. Then, using the FIB gas-assisted local metal deposition mode, holes can he filled selectively, with a resolution of 20 to 30 nm. Such a locally modified metal pattern, which is used as a hard mask for etching the dielectric layer underneath, is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure  3 shows a detail of the resulting structure, a thin silicon nitride photonic crystal slab with a line defect.
Although the LIL method works well to produce large uniform lattices, it has a drawback that the double exposure method for a triangular lattice will produce elliptical holes, which is undesirable for obtaining a wide stop band. This can be solved in principle by using a three beam interference exposure [9] .
We have chosen to use FIB also for defining the regular lattice of holes in silicon on insulator substrates. Although the FIB process is relatively slow due to its sequential writing nature, this is not a very important issue in prototyping small PhC structures, especially in high refractive index contrast systems where the penetration depth of the electromagnetic field in the stop band is only a few rows of holes. Also, PhC waveguides still have relatively high propagation loss compared to photonic wires, e.g. [3, IO], leading to a strategy of fabricating small PhC cells interconnected by photonic wires or other waveguiding structures.
Due to its high resolution, the FIB process has the important advantage over LIL (and deep UV lithography) that arbitrary hole shapes having features in the order of 10 nm can be produced. In our modelling work we have found that using hexagonal boles may have advantages for designing low-loss PhC waveguides [l I]. The photonic chips need to be much larger than the elementary PhC structures in order to be able to handle them in a simple way for optical characterisation. As it would be inconveniently time-consuming to define the resulting long access waveguides using FIB, we chose to define these access waveguides in a metal masking layer using conventional near W mask lithography. Again exploiting the imaging feature and the high positioning accuracy of FIB, the PhC structure is easily aligned with the predefined waveguides as shown in Fig. 4 . Performing FIB etching on a highly conductive metal layer prevents the occurrence of any localised charge accumulation and hence proximity effects. The PhC structure and the access waveguides are produced simultaneously in the silicon layer underneath the metal by a reactive ion etching process using an SFdCHF$02 gas mixture at apressure of 100 mTorr, tuned for high anisotropy and low roughness. The result is shown in Fig.  5 , where the cross-section has been revealed by etching a slit directly into the silicon with FIB.
3D WOODPILE STRUCTURE
Three-dimensional photonic crystals are interesting because they may have a full photonic handgap. However, they are more difficult to fabricate than photonic crystal slabs. One of the most interesting 3D PhC structures is the so-called woodpile configuration, proposed by Ho et al.
[12], illustrated in Fig. 6 . It is probably the structure that is hest suited for layer-by-layer fabrication since it can be built from layers that each have the shape of a simple linear grating, allowing a relatively straightforward defect definition [13]. Using silicon beams in air, a large full photonic bandgap up to 18% of the centre gap frequency may he obtained. This kind of structure has been fabricated for optical frequencies by multiple wafer bonding [I31 and by using a true layer-by-layer method, e.g. [14] . It has been shown, both theoretically [15, 161 and experimentally [17, 181, that the woodpile structure is robust against structural variations. Lateral misalignment of 10 % of the period A of the beams in a layer may decrease the bandgap by 30%. The structure is quite tolerant for angular misalignment up to 5" provided that all nominally parallel beams are rotated hy the same amount. Tu.AZ.2 Figure 6 . The woodpile stmcfure.
However, it is this parallelism that may he compromised in a layer-by-layer fabrication method since each layer must be individually aligned with respect to the previously fabricated ones. If a relatively large photonic crystal is desired, requiring e.g. beams of length L, then a small angular misalignment 6 may translate into a large, position dependent lateral misalignment up to L sins. For example in the case that L = 1 mm and A = 650 nm (typical for a bandgap around 1.5 pm in a silicodair structure), the maximum allowed angular misalignment resulting in a maximum lateral error of 0.1 L, would be around 6= 0.0035".
We investigated the possibility for fabricating woodpile structures by stacking silicon layers that are patterned using LIL and reactive ion etching [19] . For this purpose we needed to be able to align a new LIL pattern with respect to an existing reference pattern on the silicon wafer. As shown in Fig. 7 , the LIL set-up has three rotational degrees of freedom, of which rotation 6, about the y-axis (defining A) and 6, about the z-axis (defining angular misalignment) are the most critical ones. We control these angular alignments by observing the interference pattern that is produced by different diffraction orders of the reference grating, as indicated in the inset of Fig. 7 , where the dashed light path produces the zero-order and the solid path the order -1 diffracted beam. Figure 8 shows the interference patterns for several values of alignment errors AS, and A@, indicating that an accuracy of O.OOIo can be obtained. Thus, the LIL pattern definition is expected to be suitable for fabricating large-area woodpile structures with good uniformity. fringes - 
CONCLUSIONS
We have argued that it can be advantageous to define large scale and nano-scale features of photonic crystal slab structures using separate optimized processes. Large-area uniform periodic structures can well be produced by laser interference lithography (LIL), and large non-periodic structures are conveniently defined using conventional near UV mask-based lithography. Focused ion beam (FIB) processing is in particular suited for defining nano-scale features. The resulting alignment requirements can be well fulfilled using FIB processing. Also, LIL can be used for producing periodic structures that are well aligned in period and in orientation with respect to a reference grating on a substrate. This makes it a promising technique for defining the periodic patterns in the individual layers of large 3D photonic crystals of the woodpile type.
